Phenotypic and functional characterization in vitro of a multipotent epithelial cell present in the normal adult human breast.
The developmental relationships between the different mammary epithelial cell lineages in the human mammary gland are not well defined. To characterize human breast epithelial cells (HBEC) with progenitor activity, we used flow cytometry and single cell sorting to analyze the distribution of cellular phenotypes in primary cultures of reduction mammoplasties and their associated ability to generate colonies in 2-dimensional (D) and 3-D (collagen gel) culture systems. This approach allowed two distinct types of HBEC progenitor populations to be distinguished on the basis of their differential expression of the MUC-1 glycoprotein, CALLA/CD10 and epithelial-specific antigen (ESA). The first type of progenitor, which is enriched in the MUC-1+/CAL-LA-/ESA+ subpopulation, generated colonies of tightly arranged cells in 2-D cultures and small alveolar-like colonies with a central lumen when cultured in a collagen matrix. The cells produced in the colonies and derived from these MUC-1+/CALLA-/ESA+ progenitors were found to express typical luminal epitopes (keratin 8/18, keratin 19, MUC-1, ESA) and showed low levels of expression of myoepithelial epitopes (keratin 14 and CD44v6). The second type of progenitor, which is present in the MUC-1-to +/-/CALLA +/- to +/ESA+ subpopulation, generated mixed colonies of both luminal and myoepithelial cells when seeded in 2-D and 3-D cultures. In 2-D cultures, the centrally located cells exhibited a luminal morphology and expressed ESA, but were heterogeneous in their expression of MUC-1. Radiating from the periphery of these ESA+ HBEC were highly refractile ESA- teardrop-shaped myoepithelial-like cells. When cultured in a collagen matrix, these bipotent progenitors generated large branched colonies composed of a heterogeneous population of cells, with some of the progeny cells expressing luminal epitopes (keratin 8/18, keratin 19 and MUC-1) and others expressing myoepithelial epitopes (keratin 14 and CD44v6). A third type of progenitor, which became apparent is passaged HBEC cultures and was enriched in the MUC-1-/CALLA+/ESA- subpopulation, was found to generate colonies of cells with an exclusively myoepithelial phenotype. These results provide definitive evidence for the existence of multilineage HBEC progenitors in normal adult human mammary tissue. The phenotypic profile of these cells suggest that these multilineage progenitors are a relatively undifferentiated cell since they express low levels of MUC-1 and that they have a luminal location within the mammary epithelium since they are ESA+. Furthermore, we suggest that the MUC-1+/CALLA-/ESA+ and the MUC-1- to +/-/CALLA +/- to +/ESA+ progenitors we have identified and characterized are candidate in vivo alveolar and ductal progenitors, respectively.